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Got Marshmallows?
Another summer filled with
sunshine, rain, heat and growing hay is
passing from our calendar. For Halcott
farmers, summer is always haying season,
that time when fodder for winter is gathered
and put aside for the animals. In the few
years since I have come to town (30
actually), a new phenomenon has quietly
entered the fields of Halcott: the
marshmallow. This year, more than ever,
the large white shapes stand sentinel along

the edges of mown fields. What’s so great
about wrapping hay in plastic? I met with
the Dibenedettos, Chris, Judy, Greg and
Elena to find out more.
There are two types of hay that
farmers collect for the winter: dry hay and
fermented hay. Dry hay is hard to harvest in
a Catskill summer of frequent downpours.
The hay must be completely without
moisture before it is put into the barn,
otherwise there is the danger of spontaneous
combustion, which in laymen’s terms,
means fire. Barns have been lost this way. I

have heard one farmer say to another, often
Frodo in Lord of the Rings. Chris and Greg
with sympathy or anxiety, “Got hay down?”
are particularly proud of their wrapper, which
In the traditional baling of hay, it must be
is Irish made, very elegant and “who would
“tedded” for two or three days before it is fit
know better about sudden rain storms than
to be gathered. A “tedder” picks the hay up,
the Irish?” The resulting marshmallow then
tosses it, and airs it out. This may be done
acts as a mini-silo, protecting harvested grass
two or three times. Next a rake, a piece of
as it goes through a fermentation process,
equipment that has beautifully whimsical
first using up all the oxygen in an
wheels of spokes tames the hay into neat
“anaerobic” chemical reaction, and then
rows. When the hay is dry enough, it’s
somehow preserving the result. If a bear puts
picked up with the baler,
a hole in the white cover,
a machine that magically
the hay inside begins to
pummels it into a 40 to
spoil. The idea is to keep
60 lb block, ties it with
it airtight.
twine, and spits it out
Chris adds that this
onto a hay wagon that
method of haying has
follows behind. The
really made a big
bales are then carted
difference for small farms,
back to the barn to stack.
allowing them to make
Today, the big fat, boxy
quality feed even without
machine that makes
perfectly dry weather.
round bales is much
Farmers are assisted by a
easier to use.
service offered by the
If the hay is
Watershed Agricultural
green, still filled with
Council and the Cornell
A hay rake replacement wheel; image copied from
moisture, it used to be
Cooperative Extension. In
Tractor Supply Co. website.
chopped and dumped
spring a weekly “scissor
into a silo for
cut” is done on a patch of
fermentation. It turns out that cows love this
the hayfields in question, and the grass is
fermented grass, with its sweet/sour flavor.
analyzed. The farmer is sent a report of the
And the yield of milk that is produced from
optimum time to cut. There’s a pretty short
fermented grass is superior! But how do the
window: grass matures very quickly into dry
marshmallows fit in?
hay. The sooner the grass can be cut, the
Grass that is stored in the round
sooner another cutting can be done before the
white bales, can be picked up almost the
grass goes dry.
same day it is cut. After being rolled into a
And what happens to the wrap when
round bale, it is picked up by a “wrapper,”
their job is done? They can be recycled by
which spins the bale as it covers it in 6 layers
Delaware County, which adds to the value of
of white plastic, keeping the package airtight,
the entire process. Got marshmallows? IK
a little like the giant spider Shelob with
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Big Valley Trailbreakers
Snowmobile Club
As I write this the crickets are filling
the night air with their beautiful melodies
that annually signal the steady progression
of summer into fall. We are fortunate here in
Halcott in that although summer activities
might be coming to a close, our amazing,
diverse landscape lends itself to fun outdoor
activities year around…even in the depths of
winter. When conditions are right
snowshoeing, cross country skiing and
sledding are great ways to enjoy a cold,
snowy day. Locally, a group of dedicated,
enthusiastic people are working to promote
another popular winter activity:
snowmobiling. Recently I visited with longtime Halcott residents and avid
snowmobilers Vicki Carpenter and John
Dobsa to learn more about the Big Valley
Trail Breakers Snowmobile Club.
According to John, the Big Valley
Trail Breakers Snowmobile Club was
founded over 10 years ago by a group of
area snowmobiling enthusiasts. Some of the
founding members included Pete Ballard,
Dennis Bouton, current club president Glenn
Howard, Ray Albino, John Dobsa and

Image taken from the Big
Valley Trailbreakers website
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Debbie Bucci. Jenn Bouton told Innes the
history of how the club got its name.
Youngsters Marshall and Nicky Bouton
were asked to think up a name for the club.
Dennis’s buddies at Belleayre used to ask if
they could come snowmobiling in that “big
valley” of Halcott and when Ward had a
group of snowmobiles they called them the
“Trailbreakers.” Marshall suggested “Big
Valley Trailbreakers.” And the name stuck.
The mission of the club then, as it is
today, was to promote safe snowmobiling,
organize activities, as well as maintain and
expand trails by working with landowners.
(There are currently about 27 miles of trails
in Halcott and over 10,000 miles of trails
state-wide!) The club graciously makes
donations to the Towns of Halcott and
Prattsville as a way of thanking those
townships for allowing trails through them.
Over the years, these generous donations
have been used for children’s programs at
our annual fair. The Big Valley Trail
Breakers, like the over 230 other
snowmobile clubs in New York, are part of
the New York State Snowmobile
Association (NYSSA). The NYSSA
advocates for all snowmobilers and

snowmobile clubs in New York.
There are many benefits to joining a
club like the Big Valley Trail Breakers. For
one, the club is a group that works to keep
trails safe by trimming brush and sometimes
putting in culverts. These jobs help keep our
nearby trails in good shape not only for
snowmobiling but also for hiking,
snowshoeing and other outdoor activities.
Second, because the club actively promotes
safety, they periodically sponsor First Aid
and Snowmobile Safety courses. These
courses are great opportunities to learn new
skills or hone previously learned ones that
could save a life on the trail or beyond. A
third reason for belonging to the club is the
chance to take part in social and
organizational activities such as the annual
BBQ at Dave and Vicki’s pavilion and
regular meetings. These are great ways to
have fun, meet other sledding enthusiasts and
learn more about the sport. Finally, by paying
the annual dues ($30/year for individual or
family memberships), members receive a big
break on their snowmobile registration;
members pay $45 versus $100 for nonmembers. Indeed, all
great reasons to join!
So, how can
anyone interested learn
more? The Big Valley
Trail Breakers hold
monthly meetings in
September through
April on the third
Tuesday of each month,
usually at the Catskill
Seasons Inn in
Shandaken. Everyone is
welcome to attend. You

can also learn about upcoming activities by
visiting the Big Valley Trail Breakers
Snowmobile Club Facebook page or the
NYSSA website at nysnowmobiler.com. The
NYSSA site is also a wealth of information
about all things pertaining to snowmobiling.
Further information can be obtained by
visiting with local club members Vicki
Carpenter or John Dobsa or by contacting
President Glenn Howard at 518-989-6893.
Happy snowmobiling! JD

Turkeys: From Toms to
Table
This has been a good year for
blueberries, for daylilies, for zucchinis, and
for…. TURKEYS! How often this summer,
they have crossed against the light so to
speak, jay-walking nonchalantly in the path
of my oncoming, menacing vehicle.
Sometimes, the last one in the string has to
fly up in their clumsy way to reach the other
side quickly. And recently, there have been
strings behind of gaggly, fluffy littles,
apparently known as poults, but by me as
turklets. This is the time of year that turkeys
catch the general attention as
we prepare for that great
groaning feast we call
Thanksgiving. But turkeys
burst onto our consciousness
during the first warm days of
early spring. Their gobbling,
that inimitable call of the
turkey signals the onset of
mating. I could see them in
late April, marching down
from the trees on the hill,
where perhaps they had
roosted that night, to my
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apparently luscious
yard. Turkeys,
according to the book
Warren Reynolds
loaned me, are
“sexually
promiscuous.”
Watching a tom open
his fan in seductive
display before the many hens in the group
certainly confirms this lack of morals. He
would try any and all of the females who
were in the flock, most of whom were more
interested in grubbing out my lawn.
Warren’s wonderful book, written in
1981, informs me with the coolness of prefeminist objectivity, that the gent takes no
part in building the nest or raising the littles.
Nests are built on the ground by the hens, in
brush, vines, tangled grass, or fallen tree
tops. Construction is a little haphazard: she
may lay up to thirteen eggs, but one each
day, sometimes even skipping a day. The
first egg is laid standing up, and then dead
leaves are scratched over it. She settles on
top of it for a minute or two. Then the hen
leaves. How she can find the place again the
next day is mysterious to me, but she does
indeed return to lay another egg and cover
that one in the same way, sitting a little
longer. Slowly, the area becomes a 2-inch
depression on a bed of dried leaves and grass,
as she gradually spends more time sitting on
her clutch. Should the eggs to be lost to a
hungry, fox, racoon or skunk, she will start
over again.
Warren told me that turkeys became
a “huntable” population in the Catskills in the
1970s. They were trapped and transferred
from Pennsylvania by the DEC, and brought
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to New York for the sport. The late 1980s
and 90s saw a big rise in their population.
Despite my observation about there being an
unusual amount of turkeys this year, there
has actually been a decline in the population
due to the wet and cold nesting seasons of the
last seven or eight springs.
Turkey hunting season happens twice
a year, daily for a few weeks, ½ hour before
sunrise until noon. In the spring, during the
month of May it is only for toms, and in the
fall, for both, although according to Warren
not as profitable a season. Warren was kind
enough to describe the “hunt” to me. He
tries to get into the woods while it is still
dark, and wait for the toms to gobble.
Turkeys roost in tree tops and in the morning,
before they fly off the roost, they gobble for
15 or 20 minutes, advertising their presence
to the ladies. So the hunter pretends to be a
lady, using a female call, consisting of
clucks, yelps and purrs. (Purrs, Warren?)
These calling devices come in several
different forms but all are designed to imitate
that desirable member of the opposite sex.
The hunter “calls” the tom in. Some hunters
use decoys. Male turkeys will want to see a
female as they come toward you and when
they don’t they get nervous. Turkeys are a
cautious, anxious bird. They can’t smell, so
there’s no issue of being up or down wind of
one, but they are wary. The native
Americans had a saying: “A deer walking
through the woods thinks every hunter is a
stump; a turkey walking through the woods
thinks every stump is a hunter.”
Okay, so now we have a turkey. What’s
next? Well, you can pluck it, taking 45
minutes to an hour and involving boiling
water. And it’s messy. And it’s smelly. The

legs are so tough (after all, Warren points
out, they have been running on them their
whole life) that they are only good for soup.
So what do I do with my precious catch?
Warren suggests splitting the turkey down
the middle and removing the breast.
Marinate this in 2/3 cup olive oil, 1/3 cup
teriyaki sauce, crushed garlic, black pepper
and Italian seasoning for up to three days.
Turkey meat is very dense. Then grill it. It’s
really delicious. IK

Simone and Charlotte sat behind
their table at the Halcott Market Fair,
pitching their goods to passersby. Folks
would approach their stand, quizzically
amused by the makeshift trees of both

“Pesticides”
“Habitat
Loss” and
“Leave
Shrubs”.
Invariably
and often,
the girls
were asked
to define the
phrase
‘”birdfriendly
coffee” and
champion its cause. The girls offered inspired
and compelling reasoning and explanations,
charming all who stopped by. So why birdfriendly coffee?

colorful cardboard and real branches and
leaves, festooned with tropical paper birds
and rainforest photos. On the table sat one
and two pound bags of Birds&Beans coffee
in a variety of roasts. Hand lettered signage
implored “If you love birds, Buy BirdFriendly Coffee” and others simply stated

The thing about the birds of the
Catskills is that most of them leave Halcott
and spend their winters in the region from
Florida southward into the tropical lands of
the Caribbean and Central and South
America. Unfortunately, migration corridors
are becoming more hostile with each
passage. With each flight, north or south,
there are fewer spots along the way to rest
and feed (habitat loss). The perpetual
increase in the use and misuse of pesticides
kills the insects that many species depend on
for food along the way. The widespread use
and misuse of herbicides destroys many
native plants that those insects depend on for
food. Filled-in and paved-over wetlands
eliminates resting and feeding grounds of
water birds. More buildings equal more
windows to fly into and more lights to
distract and disrupt the natural migration
instinct, sending birds off course.

Love your Coffee? Love your Birds!
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But wait, you say, why am I talking
about hazards to birds when I promised to
talk about coffee? There isn’t much you and I
can do about the hazards I mentioned, except
to keep them from happening here in the
Catskills (leave shrubs). And there is a huge
tropical threat to birds we can do something
about every day, when we pour our morning
cup(s) of coffee. By purchasing bird-friendly
coffee, you contribute to the income of a
farmer who is going into the forest to pick
coffee beans from his coffee trees that grow
in and among other tropical trees and
vegetation. The forest stays intact, allowing
birds and other wildlife to use the entire
ecosystem – their habitat – and in the case of
the birds, to continue to have a place to
migrate to each year. Bird-friendly means
that the participating farmers receive more
money for their coffee beans, ensuring that
they have incentive to keep the forest intact.
Conversely, major coffee companies can
charge less for their beans because in many
cases the forest has been cut and bulldozed to
make fields where monoculture of coffee
trees has been planted. Not bird friendly at
all, but cheaper to harvest. Our morning
cuppa joe, as most of our purchases, is often
an economic decision; which brand is
cheaper? But perhaps we should be
considering something else, and employ
responsible buying power. If we love to see
and hear our birds, maybe it is worth a few
more cents per cup to keep them coming
back.
By the end of the day, Simone and
Charlotte had sold $138 worth of coffee. I
overheard more than a few people remarking
on the girls’ comprehension and familiarity
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with their product. But really, it’s just the
passion of kids being kids, and knowing that
protecting what we love is always worth
every cent. The girls are planning to return
with even more coffee choices for the next
Market Fair. Until then, to help our Halcott
birds, please consider: https://
birdsandbeanscoffee.com/buycoffee PD

Two Stones Farm Update
We have followed the wonderful
journey of goat farmer Alan White and his
retailer/Andes school teacher wife Robin a
bit irregularly, but so much has happened to
their business recently that we are compelled
to record it. When it became apparent that
people loved their cheese, Robin and Alan
set up a booth at the Pakataken Farmers
Market. That exposure led to a wide
customer base that ultimately allowed the
opening of a store. In May, 2018, they
bought a storefront in Fleischmanns. This
presence on Main Street showcases their line

of cheeses, Robin’s wonderful weavings and
are on.” Alan says that this area is “an
other local products, such as Chris’s maple
incredible market for local products.”
milk and Two Stones’ meats. Part of their
Fleischmanns is in a perfect position, having
incentive was to create another cave for
lots of second home-owners with an intense
ripening cheese. They had decided to accept
interest in local foods. “Between me and my
the challenge of making blue cheese and this
customer there are no mouths. You pay a
cheese needs its own cave so that it will not
reasonable price and I get all of it.” We are
“catch” the molds of the
all winners in this scenario.
Those
jays
have
been
other types. Interesting!
IK
Alan has tweaked and
scolding again, warning of
.
tweaked and earlier this year the coming of the cold.
The Bag Revolution
“Annabel Blue” came forth.
Seems like we just get
I’m sitting outside
It is simply delicious.
used to flying out of the
the
entrance
to Kohl’s in
Named for their first
house
with no
Kingston on a comfy
granddaughter’s blue eyes,
wooden bench provided for
the cheese has been a big hit.
those like me who are
Two years ago, Alan bulky jacket, no gloves, no waiting for other loved ones
wondered if he could sell 20
boots, and suddenly it's
inside. As I sit, a stream of
pounds a month of his
time to dig them out of the satisfied shoppers flow forth
unique cheese, made from
closet again. It was a
from the cash registers.
goat milk, and then made
Something is different. At
good growing season.
from goat and cow milk and
first I’m puzzled. What’s
Susan and Fred Herzog
now aiming towards goat,
missing? NO BAGS! No
cow and sheep milk. Today, planted an unreasonable
one is carrying a rustling,
number of tomatoes and
Two Stones Farm employs
ever present flimsy white
three part-time workers, sells got a bonanza crop, I
plastic bag. Some tote their
understand.
to restaurants and caterers
purchases primly in cloth
and of course customers.
bags they have brought with
They are at the Round Barn every week, and
them. Others clutch their stuff to their breast,
with all these outlets, they make about 90
hurrying away to the rest of their day. No
pounds a week and still can’t make the
plastic bags. This is an extraordinary,
cheese fast enough. 300 “cuts” of cheese
historical event. A revolution has taken place
were prepared for this Labor Day weekend
here in Ulster County, without blood, without
alone. And there is more coming. Tim
fanfare, without much noise at all.
Johnson is building a CoverAll extension to
Customers are actually consenting to the
the barn as Alan prepares to enlarge the herd.
argument that the environment is worth more
Store hours in Fleischmanns are
than the comfort of a plastic bag. These
Friday, Saturday and Sunday afternoons from
horrors of our time, blights, ragged flapping
1pm to 4:30pm and “any other time the lights
on a windy day, caught in the bare branches
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of a winter tree, sailing, tumbling gaily along
the road ahead of you, ubiquitous,
impervious, unprincipled, scourge. Hooray
for us! The consumer has always been quick
to champion a change for his protection:
shelf-life dating, contents listing, recall
gathering, labels proclaiming gluten-free,
vegan, raw, cooked: our food is the coddled
child of the concerned buyer. But in the
summer of 2019, something was done in the
grocery industry that is for the good of the
earth. I’m pleasantly astonished that we are
so meek in our agreement. IK
SHARE THE ROAD
At the request of cyclist and walking
friends, the Town Board of Halcott with
Highway Superintendent Russell Bouton’s
approval has voted to put up a road sign in
three places. The sign has pictures of riders,
runners and tractors and reads, “Share the
Road.” These quiet yellow and black
reminders are meant for me as well as others.
Life can be a wrestling match with time and
we fast drivers seem to worry that we are
losing. Fast driving is antithetical to life in
Halcott. When we cross that border from
Delaware County, we should take a deep
breath, remember how blessed we are to live
in such a beautiful valley, and dredge up the
charity needed for slower moving tractors,
bicycles, milk trucks, walkers. Think
patiently while cows cross, while chickens
peck at the asphalt, while babes are aired out
in strollers. A smile, even through gritted
teeth is a sure antidote to ulcers. And
accidents. IK

PASSAGES:
Nicky Bouton and Ashley
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Johnsmeyer got married July 14, 2018, and
it’s a good thing we’re remembering to put
this into an issue of The Times of Halcott,
because this autumn, they are expecting their
first child. Now when the new little resident
of the Town of Halcott arrives, we’ll be
prepared to announce it.

Now here’s a multiple Passage!
Samantha Bouton graduated from
Oneonta State College, receiving a Bachelors
degree in Environmental Sustainability this
spring, and not being satisfied with that
passage, she promptly created another one:
she visited Guatemala for 2 extra credits.
Here is a newsclip describing her journey:
Recently I went to Guatemala for 13 days
where I studied the water quality for the local
people because they have high concentrations
of arsenic. We are still trying to figure out if
the arsenic is coming from natural sources
such as hot springs or if there is another
source. We collected data from two rivers, at
various locations as well as the lake which is
terminal (Sam explains that “The lake being
terminal means that there are no outlets, all
rivers flow in, not out of the lake so whatever
goes in it, stays in it unless it evaporates”)
and is also where 13 communities get their
water for everyday use from. As a team we
brain stormed ways to help the communities
improve the quality of the water, taught 5th
and 6th graders the problems with the lake.
Set a aside the science aspect of the trip, I
also got to learn about the cultural and mayan
ruins. One of my favorite parts of the trip
was climbing Volcàn Pacaya. Pacaya is a
volcano and it was incredible. It erupted a
day before we climbed it so there was a fresh
lava flow where we were able to roast

marshmallows over it ( I melted my shoes a
little). It even still had small eruptions so as
we got up there we watched the lava flow out
the side. And the view at the top was
breathtaking.
Sam is working for Watershed
Agricultural Council out of Walton as an
intern. She reports: "Through this 10 week
internship I have to sample soils on many
local farms, including the ones in Halcott
Center. So far this has been a great
experience to gain knowledge and learn
about the program. My goal is for it to turn
into a full time position, if not I’ll be in
search for one." Good luck, Samantha!

And another passage:
Thanks to the tip-off from Pam Kelly, TTOH
learned that a young couple has purchased
Virgil Streeter’s small house on Elk Creek
Rd. A little research from Erik Johanson
found an email address for us to use. Thank
you to both. It takes a town to run a
newsletter!
In response to our inquiry, Megan wrote us
the following:
Nice to hear from you! We look forward to
reading the Halcott newsletter. We just
bought the house at 469 Elk Creek Road in
April and it has been a blast meeting all our
neighbors and feeling like a part of the
community. When we aren’t in Halcott we
live in Jersey City NJ where I work as a
critical care nurse and Mitch works in
financial services. We have been married for
two years and while spending our first
anniversary upstate we became intrigued
with the idea of owning here. After spending
time in a few other areas of the Catskills we

were drawn to the serenity of Halcott and
how much it felt like home! It wasn’t what
we thought we were looking for, but has been
something we are so glad we found, and our
short time in Halcott has already brought us
so much joy. We love spending time going
for drives, hiking the 3500s, trying out all the
places to eat nearby, and Mitch looks forward
to snowboarding come wintertime. We also
have an Instagram account dedicated to the
work we are doing to fix up our house in case
any of our neighbors want to follow along.
The handle is @elkcreekcottage
Thanks for including us in the newsletter!
Megan Albert + Mitch Mancivalano

Consider the newest item on sale
from the Halcott Community Fund: The
Halcott Tote. This handy bag costs
$5.00 or 3 for $12.00. It is the perfect
response to the Bag Revolution and a
good Christmas gift. Contact us, Jenn
Bouton, Jamie Vogler, Innes Kasanof
for purchase.
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The Times of the Halcott
United Methodist Church
Autumn 2019 Pattie Kelder, Correspondent

The Journey Begins
“Thank you” to Innes, Pastor Debb,
Jamie and Sybil for putting this column
together last issue for me while I was with
Mom in the hospital. We are grateful more
than you can know for prayers offered on her
behalf. God has answered them with
improved health, protection from allergies
and a wide community of care. We are
humbled and thankful.
When chemo weakens the immune
system, unexpected health issues can arise.
In Mom’s case, it was a rip-roaring eyelid
infection. Did I mention this involved her
good eye? Good, as in it’s better than the
other one, but not great. Did I say she is
allergic to antibiotics? Never mind, three
antibiotics had to be prescribed anyway.
And she got worse.
While placing all of this before the
Lord one night, prayers sprang up for Him to
guide the doctor toward the right course of
treatment. As I wrestled with leaving the
matter in His capable hands, a woman from
the Bible came to mind, the one whose
request of an official was so persistent that
her petition was granted. How much more
God cares for us.
Letting Scripture speak His response,
God pointed me toward Proverbs 3:6. “In all
thy ways acknowledge him and he shall
direct thy paths.” Hmmm. “Direct thy
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paths” seemed like another way to say “guide
us”. Yet there was more. Apparently there
are two sides to this guidance equation.
God’s side = direction. My side =
acknowledgement. (In all that I do. Gulp!)
Action soon followed. The very next
day, while en route to the doctor, a woman
crossed paths with us as we were about to
bless breakfast. (Yes, God has the timing of
a comedian.) My side of the equation rang in
my ears. Hesitantly, but obediently, I invited
the woman to join us for the blessing. She
accepted. Later on, (I kid you not), I
witnessed God’s side of the equation when
the somewhat grim ophthalmologist stepped
out to consult a colleague by phone. From
my chair by the door I could hear every
word. The antibiotic just wasn’t working.
Was there something else he hadn’t thought
to try?
Reentering the room he announced
their conclusion: “We’re just going to stay
the course.” Okay, so we would hang in
there. Turns out, giving the medication more
time to work was important, but so were the
phone calls we made for more prayers when
we got home! Within a few days, and
despite the weakening effects of another
round of chemo, God brought Mom’s
infection under control. And there was no
further damage to her vision.
God is so good. Not because we
deserve it, but because He loves us, both
those of us who are afflicted and those who

pray. To Him be the glory!
(Note: Proverbs 3:6 is the central
verse of a purple passage on faith and trust.
Other translations of “he shall direct thy
paths” [KJV] are closer to “make your paths
straight [RSV]. This is not an “if, then”
statement; if I do this, then God does that. It
is a factual statement. The human eye sees
the entrance of a path. What starts out
straight may become a lengthy, treacherous
sidewinder further along. Only God can see
the routes in their entirety and show us the
safest way forward. The resulting trust is not
misplaced. This is why it is important to
focus on God, to consciously recognize
dependence on Him over dependence on self.
By leaving the driving to Him, rather than
taking over the wheel, the path He has paved
for life eventually becomes clear. The tricky
part? Focus, which extends from hard times,
to all times.)
A Little of This and a Bit of That
Thank you to readers who exchanged

goodies and visited during the bake sale at the
Halcott Market Fair. We sold out as usual.
The next bake sale will be on Election Day.
Be sure to let us know of any requests ahead
of time. We’ll do our best to oblige.
Parish-wide Vacation Bible School
was held in mid-August again this year at the
Margaretville UMC. A great time was had by
all. Watch for TV and poster advertising next
August.
We send encouragement to students
and adults returning to school. Our prayers
are for a good year in every way.
The United Methodist Church is a
connectional church, meaning that the local
churches network with each other and with
denominational leadership to serve God by
welcoming and serving neighbors in their
communities and in the world. As society
continues to diversify in many ways, Bishop
Bickerton is seeking and sharing new ways to
be about our Father’s work together. Stay
tuned.
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